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	Now that state of the art equipment can be carried in ambulances, prehospital emergency staff are able to perform an ECG soon after arrival on scene, enabling the EMS provider to gather important diagnostic information that can not only guide prehospital therapy but also direct hospital-based treatment. 


	This book exclusively addresses ECGs for prehospital emergencies, ranging from basic rhythm diagnosis to critical care applications of the electrocardiogram and advanced 12-lead ECG interpretation in the ACS patient.  It provides self testing traces covering all these conditions seen in prehospital and hospital- based environments. It includes 200 randomly presented cases mirroring real life situations, with the answers set out separately together with additional invaluable information.


	Written by highly experienced emergency physicians with EMS qualifications and experience, this text is an ideal learning tool for trainees and fully qualified staff alike, including ground EMS advanced life support providers, aeromedical staff, and inter-facility critical care transport personnel.
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Technical Analysis: The Complete Resource for Financial Market Technicians (2nd Edition)FT Press, 2010

	Already the field's most comprehensive, reliable, and objective guidebook, Technical Analysis: The Complete Resource for Financial Market Technicians, Second Edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the field's latest advances. Selected by the Market Technicians Association as the official companion to...
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Core Principles of Special and General RelativityCRC Press, 2018

	
		This book provides an accessible, yet thorough, introduction to special and general relativity, crafted and class-tested over many years of teaching. Suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, this book provides clear descriptions of how to approach the mathematics and physics involved. It is also contains the latest...
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The Politics of National Celebrations in the Arab Middle East (English and English Edition)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Why do countries celebrate defining religious moments or significant events in their history, and how and why do their leaders select certain events for commemoration and not others? This book is the first systematic study of the role of celebrations and public holidays in the Arab Middle East from the fall of the Ottoman Empire to the...
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iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion GuideCisco Press, 2008
iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion Guide is the official print companion  to the Cisco® Entrepreneur Institute’s  new iExec Enterprise Essentials curriculum—innovative IT-related business education designed to help you transform organizations through the strategic use of IT and Internet applications. Working...
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Learning Metasploit Exploitation and DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Metasploit is an open source exploit framework that provides you with heaps of exploits, as well as tools to assist you in creating your own exploits. This includes the ability to generate a large range of shellcodes for different purposes and platforms that can be customized to attack your target. The recent improvements in network security...
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The Boost Graph Library: User Guide and Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2001

	This user guide and reference manual provides practical insights into generic programming - techniques which can be used to build your own libraries. The CD-ROM includes a complete electronic version of the book, in hyperlinked, searchable PDF format, as well as the BGL itself.
...
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